Made for active living.

Siemens Hearing Instruments
Better hearing is better living.
There’s no reason a hearing loss has to slow you down. Now there’s CENTRA Active™ from Siemens, the first hearing instrument designed to fit your active lifestyle.
CENTRA Active is water-resistant, rechargeable, and offers the world’s most advanced hearing technology — all in a new, comfortable, discreet design that’s easy to wear. So you can do all the things you love to do without missing a beat. That’s the beauty of CENTRA Active. For active people, it’s central to what really matters.
Water-resistant, so you can do the things you love to do.

With CENTRA Active, you don’t have to worry about working up a sweat playing golf, exercising, or taking a stroll on a warm afternoon. CENTRA Active was designed with Siemens AquaProtect™ technology, so it is equipped to resist sweat, moisture, and humidity better than any other hearing instrument.

CENTRA Active’s housing is nanocoated — a proprietary Siemens technology that repels water and prevents moisture and debris from leaking into the instrument. There’s also a GORE™ clip-on microphone cover that protects against damage from perspiration, water, and other liquids. And the exclusive C-Guard™ barrier protects the dome tip against ear wax and humidity for months at a time.
Comfort, simplicity, and style.

CENTRA Active was designed for easy operation and maximum comfort. It’s completely automatic so there are no controls to fuss with. And its unique receiver-in-the-canal design makes it tiny, easy to wear, and extremely comfortable.

CENTRA Active is ergonomically shaped for optimum placement in the ear canal and is virtually invisible when worn. Fitting is fast and easy with a wide selection of open tips to fit all ear canals. You can also choose from a broad range of colors to match hair and skin tones.
Rechargeable, so you never have to hassle with batteries.

CENTRA Active’s stylish, easy-to-use charger means no more worries about buying and handling batteries. Simply place the instruments in the charger — up to two instruments at a time. After just five hours of charging, the charger shuts itself off and the instruments are ready to go all day and evening. For even greater convenience, CENTRA Active will also run on regular hearing instrument batteries.
Only CENTRA Active has these breakthrough Siemens technologies.

CENTRA Active’s **SoundSmoothing™** feature reduces sounds like rustling paper and clanging dishes without affecting speech for better comfort and more natural sound. For binaural fittings, CENTRA Active’s **e2e wireless™** synchronizes both instruments so you can locate sounds more precisely. e2e wireless also gives you easy, finger-tip control over virtually all instrument functions with the optional **ePocket™** remote control. And CENTRA Active’s unique **DataLearning™** technology learns the volume preferences you make with ePocket and automatically adjusts the instrument’s volume for better performance.

CENTRA Active also gives you more automated features than any other system for maximum ease of use.

**Automatic Feedback Cancellation.** Reduces or eliminates feedback or whistling that can occur with other hearing instruments.

**Speech and Noise Management.** Reduces background noise, even between syllables and words, and reduces noises like traffic and air conditioners for better hearing comfort.

**eWindScreen.** With other hearing systems, wind can be bothersome as it blows across the instrument microphone. CENTRA Active’s eWindScreen technology automatically adapts to windy conditions for maximum comfort.

**Advanced Multi-Channel Directional Microphone System.** This adaptive system improves speech understanding in noisy situations, even when sounds are constantly moving or when several competing noise sources are present.

**True 16-Channel Digital Signal Processing.** Makes optimal use of your residual hearing and enables your Hearing Care Professional to precisely fine tune the instruments to fit your unique needs.
Hearing instruments may help people hear better, but no hearing instrument can solve every problem or restore hearing back to normal.
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CENTRA Active Systems are available at: